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Across

4. And I'd written account of events is 

often passed down through song or story

7. The practice of growing plants and 

weary animals for food and clothing

9. When an animal or human moved to 

a new place

10. A big part of human development 

as in language clothing music art law 

religion or government

13. Soil that encourages the growth of 

crops and plants in the region

14. Temperatures drop and slow moving 

masses of ice call glaciers were forming

15. An article or piece of writing that 

was created by someone who witnessed 

or live through A historical event

16. The application of knowledge tools 

and inventions to meet people's needs

17. People who moved place to place 

the following their food

19. People who hunt animals and 

gather wild plants to eat

20. Something that led to the start of 

farming when humans used animals

22. Is when ice forms between two 

continents and people and animals cross 

it

Down

1. Hey scientist to studies the cultural 

development of humans

2. Hey. Which begin somewhere 

around 10,000 BC and ended about 8000 

BC the early stages of our building in 

farming

3. Human made materials to represent 

something from long ago

5. Are the remains of animals such as 

bones and teeth from organisms that 

lived long ago

6. Artifacts or writing created after an 

event by someone who did not see or a 

live through the event

8. People who search for fossils

11. When modern human development 

begin

12. Early people

18. Large animals

21. A green area where plants to grow


